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“Blue Jean Button” Bracelet
As seen in the Rings & Things 2007-08 wholesale catalog

Created by: Nicole Ulrich

Tools: Scissors, ruler, beeswax or Thread Heaven®

To make this design:
1. Cut one yard of black Nymo and thread the needle.
TIP: Pre-stretching and conditioning your thread with beeswax or Thread Heaven®
         helps reduce fraying and knotting while you are working with your design.
2. String four black matte beads (this will be the “core” color). Then string three black

seed beads (these will make up the “outside” part of the spiral).
3. Pass the needle back through the four “core” black matte beads, forming a circle. Pull the beads

toward the end of the thread leaving about a 10 to 12" tail that will be used later to make a loop for the clasp.
4. String one “core” black matte bead and three “outside” black diamond beads.
5. Pass the needle back through the last three black matte “core” beads. Pull the thread snug. This should force the three “outside”

beads to sit next to the first “outside” row.
Note: As you pull the thread snug make sure you still have about a 10 to 12" tail of thread.
6. String one “core” black matte bead and three “outside” black diamond beads.
7. Pass the needle back through the last three “core” black matte beads and the one “core” bead just added.  Pull thread snug.
8. Repeat steps 6 & 7 two more times. Note: You should start to see the “spiral” effect forming by now.
9. String one “core” black matte bead and one size #2 aqua marine bugle bead.
10. Pass the needle through the last three “core” beads and the one “core” bead just added.  Pull thread snug.
11. String one “core” black matte bead and three “outside” black diamond beads.
12. Pass the needle through the last three “core” beads and the one “core” bead just added. Pull thread snug, sliding the three black

diamond beads next to the bugle bead.
13. String one “core” black matte bead, one “outside” black diamond bead, one blue zircon ghost E bead, one black diamond bead.
14. Pass the needle through the last three “core” black matte beads and the one “core” bead just added.
15. Repeat Steps 6, 9, 10, and 11.  Continue, repeating these four steps until bracelet is at the desired length.
Note:  Adding the button and loop will extend the length of the bracelet. Keep this in mind when figuring your desired finished length.
16. When you have about four inches of thread remaining work this tail back through the bracelet and attach a new thread.
17. Start by threading back through the last “outside” row just added and then into the “core” beads. Tie a small knot to the inside

thread. Pass the thread back through three or four more “core” beads and tie a second knot. If there is enough thread pass through
a few more “core” beads, tie a third knot, pull the thread tight and then trim off the remaining tail.

18. Cut about another yard length of thread or longer if you are comfortable working with a longer thread. Start a new thread in the
same way as you tied off the last one.  Pass the needle through a few “core” beads and secure with two or three knots as you work
the needle up through the bracelet toward the last bead added.

19. Make sure you bring the needle out through the last “core” bead.  Continue beading to the desired bracelet length (6-7”).
20. When you are close to the desired length end with five rows of three “outside” black diamond beads.
21. String four “core” black matte beads, and then thread through crystal bead, taking the needle up through one hole in the back of

the bead and then back down in the other hole and continue threading the needle back through the last four “core” beads.
22. Work thread through outside beads and back up through last four “core” beads and through the button.  Do this two or three times

more weaving the thread back through the bracelet into the button to secure it.  End by weaving back through the bracelet and
tying two or three knots along the way before cutting off the tail. At the opposite end of the bracelet, thread the needle onto the
10” tail.

23. Pick up 23 black matte beads. Pass the needle back into the second bead strung creating a loop and weave the thread back into the
bracelet and up through the loop just made two or three times to strengthen. Pull the thread snug with each pass through the loop.

24. To finish, weave the thread back through the bracelet tying one or two knots along the way. Trim off excess thread.

Suggested Materials:
Qty. Stock Name
1 bag #23-844-635 “E” beads, blue zircon
1 hank #20-302-508 Bugle beads, aquamarine silver-lined
1 each #03-016-12-10 Swarovski® crystal button, aquamarine
1 vial #20-228-024 Toho® seed beads, black matte
1 vial #20-228-022 Toho seed beads, black diamond
1 spool #61-159 Nymo® beading thread, black
1 each #65-000-13 Size 13 beading needles


